


Reduce Consumer Food Waste 
In the Household.



Avoidable Food Waste Facts

1.4
Million 

bananas
daily UK

WRAP 2012 

UK
Produces
175%
Of food
required
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$165
Billion USD

Per Year
NRDC 2012



The Culprits

2012 UK Most Wasted

440,000 Tonnes 730,000 Tonnes 133,000 Tonnes
£550 Mill. £230 Mill. £660 Mill.
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What Does That Mean For Me? WRAP 2012
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30%

 90%
of UK food waste 
Goes straight into
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Sewers
WRAP 2012
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Reduce consumer food Waste in the 
household by preventing spoilage.

Embody greater value in food outside 
of purchase price



Random Word
Association

- Extremely valuable for a mass of ideas 

- Provided the most quality in quantity

- Was a good starting point for other ideas

- Great for airing opinions and sounding out theories

- Valuable to discuss ideas and develop or enhance them

- A mass of impulsive decisions from carefully selected minds

- Led to too many nonsensical statements

- The input outweighed the output

- Did generate the most random ideas

635 Brainwriting

Rating: 9/10

Group Brainstorming

Rating: 5/10

Rating: 7/10

HBDI



Pnuematic food chute to the local 
farm (like bank tellers)

Floating food you can grab from the 
ceiling

Food cooks as you open the packet



Self vacuum sealing 
fridge shelf 

Self regulating fruit storage 



Wishing
-Fantastic for really setting your mind free 
in a divergent sense 

- No need for future considerations 

- A good starting place for research

Rating: 6/10

Opportunity Re-Definition

Bodystorming

- Creates a mass of fresh approaches when dreativity is drying up

- Encourages new ways of approaching a solution

- Small input of randomizing words to large output of creativity

- A good alternative to written 2D 
methods

- Allows you to build on physical spaces 
and actions. 

- Realistic empathetic movements can 
pull you out of false mind sets or 
assumptions

Rating: 8/10

Rating: 8/10



Group Ideation
635 Group Ideation - 5 group members come up with 3 ideas each over 6 rounds of rotation
Random word association - 5 group members randomly select words and attempt to extract ideas
Brainstorming sessions - Group brainstorming sessions on selected members brief

Independent Ideation
Wishing - Ideating on your wildest, no limits wishes.
Oppurtunity Redefinition - Redefining your mission statement with associated terminology
Questioning Assumptions - Question the assumptions surrounding your subject area
Location based ideation - Ideation based around locational changes in your topic
Bodystorming - Using your body in physical activity and physical spaces to develop solutions
20 ideas in 20 minutes - Rapid ideation of 20 concepts with 1 minute per idea 
Extreme properties - Pushing the properties of your topic and ideas to their extremes
Contesting Design - To contest the boundaries of current design with each concept created 
Semantic intuition - Combining categorical topic keywords to create idea names & inspiration
Worst idea - Creating the worst, stupid, illegal or gross ideas to spur new thought processes
Peripheral Vision - Powerful divergent thinking on key aspects of design topic

Ranking Methods

635 Brainwriting
Questioning Assumptions
Semantic Intuition
Opportunity Re-definition
Bodystorming
Group Brainstorming
Location Based 
Brainstorming
20 Ideas In 20 Minutes
Wishing
Random Word

Marks: ?/10

9
9
8
8
8
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7
7
6
5

METHODS USED



- Great for airing opinions and sounding out theories

- Valuable to discuss ideas and develop or enhance them

- A mass of impulsive decisions from carefully selected minds

 ETHYLENE 

QR codes

Bread wont 
go mouldy in 
a vacuum



Convergent Selection



NUF Testing Ideas
- Initially sceptical as all knowledge of what is new, useful and feasa-
ble is based on what I know

- Would be interesting to pursue with a structured group and a larger 
access to possibilities eg. 

 - A valuable tool to create an initial order to ideas, but also to order 
them by different categories to distinguish differences

Smell free compost

Colour coded storage

visible storage

Potato storage

Food logging system

Chosen Concepts
 Ideas - 100            35 



 DeBono’s Hats & NUF Test No. 2
- Giving each individual air time to approach from different mind-
sets is good to air out problems that might later appear

- It worked better for me as an individual process due to the 
amount of time taken and attention spans draw short in groups.

- You could argue that again the basis for the judgement behind 
this selection period is only my extent 

- Potato Storage 

- Clean Composting

- Smart fruit storage

- Sanitary chicken    
freezing

- Self organizing storage

Chosen
Concepts

Ideas - 35              10 



Chosen Concepts
- Potato storage

- Visible bread bin

- Barcode storage organiser

- Chicken freezing case

- Efficient fruit storage

- Colour changing packaging

- A sound method of cross rating ideas against the importance 
of the PDS or URS and other ideas 

- Effective method of filtering out bad ideas, but also improving 
ideas based on others strengths or weaknesses 

- Can be repeated or varied with datum changes to meticulously 
rate ideas on a thorough and focussed level 

Ideas - 10               6 
3x Pugh Rating 
Matrix



Design Development



- It is important to be realistic at this stage as ending up with 
a high risk, high cost product is dangerous after spending 
money on development 

- User feedback is key, a product may be novel, and useful 
but if it is undesirable there is nobody to buy it 

- The difference between a successful candidate and a 
favourite is often lost in translation, this is a good stage to 
differ between the two

Chosen
Concepts

Based on the results of the 
feasbility testing the chosen 
3 are

1 - Worktop Potato Storage 
system

2 - Fruitbowl plus 
storage system

3 - QR code 
organization board

Commercial Feasability
User testing & Risks

QR codes

Ideas - 6                 3 



Final 3 Concepts





- Potato Storage 

- Clean Composting

- Smart fruit storage

- Sanitary chicken    
freezing

- Self organizing storage






